Editors’ Note
We have completed six years of publication. Our mission was to provide a platform to
the researchers, faculty and students to spread their findings. The goal was to link people
from different ways of life to encourage others research contribution. This was not an easy
task. Gathering researchers from different fields and convincing them to work as editorial
board member, was a tedious job. We fortunately succeeded in developing an editorial
board comprising of reputed scholars from different parts of the globe. Researchers from
different Universities and research organizations were kind enough to submit their articles
for possible publication. Internal and external reviewers worked with dedication, going
through each submitted article, preparing and giving feedback to improve the quality of the
submitted articles, is appreciated.

Scientific development is at a much faster speed and we are reading about new innovations
from almost everywhere. We as a nation have to struggle to popularize the innovation
culture. Drive out fear and let our scholar be bold enough to ask questions and to develop
solutions.

University curriculum should be improved to allow young researchers to come up with
new ideas, popularize proposed procedures, develop new procedures and help users and
students.

Note: Issue based on papers presented in the conference are not subject to the standard of
PJETS.

Scope of the Journal
PJETS is publishing and promoting innovative ideas and original research in the field
of Science, Technology and Engineering since 2011, twice a year. This journal aims
at publishing authentic research papers to create a culture of innovation and scientific
development. The scope of the journal is limited to “Computer Sciences”, “Engineering”,
relevant “Emerging Technologies”, “Mathematics” and “Statistics”.
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